W hat t ype of L eader ship A nimal ar e you??
Directions: Find your animal by matching your most answered letter with the boxes
below. Once you find your letter and animal read the description of what type of leader
you are!!

A-Shark

D- Teddy Bear

Authoritative-- The leader identifies a
problem, considers alternative solutions,
chooses one of them, and then tells
others what they are to do. The leader
may or may not consider what the group
members will think or feel about the
decision, but group members clearly do
not participate directly in the decisionmaking. Coercion may or may not be
used or implied.

Participative--The
leader here gives the
group members a chance
to
influence the decision from the beginning.
Problems and relevant background
information are presented, and then the
members are asked for their ideas. In
effect, the group is invited to increase the
number of alternative actions to be
considered. The leader then selects the
solution he/she regards as most promising.

B-Fox

E-Turtle

Political-- The leader, as
before, makes the decision without
consulting the group. However, instead
of simply announcing the decision,
he/she tries to persuade the group
members to accept it. The leader points
out how he/she has considered
organization goals and the interest of
group members and states how the
member will benefit from carrying out
the decision.

Laissez-faire-- The leader here
participates in the discussion as "just
another member"--and agrees in advance
to carry out whatever decision the group
makes. The only limits placed on the
group are those given to the leader by his
superiors. This type of leader is very
hands off however they are very group
centered.

C-Owl
Evaluative-- The leader
identifies a problem and
proposes a tentative solution. Before
finalizing it, however, he/she gets the
reactions of those who will implement
it. The leader says, in effect, "I’d like
your frank reactions to this proposal,
and I will then make the final decision."

